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Concrete Training Day
Armcon launched their
Precast Concrete Day
in 2012 and it has so
far, proved to be a huge
success.

The day long seminar
touches on the theory
of concrete production, methods of mixing, dosing and vibrating concrete, as well as
the difference between
the different admixtures and moulds. The

course concludes with
a tour around the Armcon factory giving delegates an insight into
Armcon and the extensive range of products
they offer.
Precast Concrete Days

When Plean Precast
Limited were asked
to create a threedimensional
wall
for Juniper Primary
School, this presented
Plean
and
their
supplier
Armcon,
with an interesting
challenge.

Armcon had just the
right solution - their
Armpol mould making
system.
Armpol is a two
c o m p o n e n t
polyurethane
cold
cure system which
allows precasters to
create custom moulds
from a master which
was perfect for the job
Plean Precast were
being asked to do.
An artist created a
master pattern using
clay and items from
the school and Plean
Precast got to work
creating the moulds
by pouring the liquid
Armpol
onto
the
pattern.
After the
moulds were created
they were filled with
concrete
and
the
precast concrete wall
slabs were created.
The staff and children
at Juniper Primary
School were delighted
with the new distinctive
look of their school.

Good Vibrations!

Train for Profit!

Mixing it up!

Effective vibration does
not need to shake your
foundations, when you
use an Armcon table.

Armcon
support you
to grow your business
through training, sales
support and marketing.

Benefit from a new Armcon
mixer to maximise your
profits. Tailored financial
solutions to your needs.

IN BRIEF

run at the beginning
and end of each year
and places are limited
so it is essential they
are reserved early to
avoid disappointment.

Formlac - Mould Protection

Armcon’s Formlac - timber mould coating - is a new generation
of polyurethane technology. It gives an even build with reduced
coats which means users find it quick, easy and money saving.

Ring 01625 856685 for
the next available date.

Armpol Make your own moulds

Armcon News
THE LATEST NEWS ON ARMCON PRECAST PRODUCTS

Armcon have been
holding successful
concrete days for
the concrete mixing
industry
for
many years and due
to popular demand
have now created a
similar course for
precasters.

The seminar is designed to share Armcon’s unrivalled wealth
of
experience
and
knowledge on all aspects for the precast
concrete industry, as
well as keeping delegates up to date on the
latest developments in
the market.

www.armconprecast.com

Admixtures
Whatever the
situation, Armcon are sure
to have a solution.
They
boast the most
comprehensive admixture
product range
in the industry
enabling
the
precaster
to
produce quality
concrete
products.
Using admixtures
in your concrete
mix can improve
quality, strength, and
consistency, and more
importantly profitability.
Here are a few examples of what Armcon’s
admixtures can be
used for:
Superplasticiser
(AP3000) makes most
effective use of cement
resulting in increased
strength; it allows a reduction in cement content meaning reduced
costs, faster production, improved strength
and, all in all, a higher
quality concrete.
Accelerator (Armset) is
a vital tool to assist in
maintaining full production during cold weather rather than adding
extra cement which
proves costly.
The
cost of the admixture is
less than cement and
means precasters do
not have to alter their

Formlac is a specially formulated two coat quick drying system developed
for the precast industry. Once cured, timber moulds are resistant to concrete, release agents
and associated chemicals, whilst having an
excellent surface finish.
Many architectural precast producers have
made the switch to
Formlac and have commented on immediate
time savings, longer
mould life and better
quality finished products.

Polypropylene Moulds

Waterproofer
(Armproof) reduces permeability and makes concrete more resistant
to frost attack. It also
reduces efflorescence
effects and improves
colour retention in pigmented mixes.
Air entrainment agent
(Armair) helps protect
fully cured concrete
against the harmful effects of the freeze-thaw
weathering that occurs
during winter months.
Air entrained concrete
also has a lubrication
effect on the concrete
which increases the
workability of the mixture.
For further advice on
how Armcon admixtures can improve your
production please call
01625 856 685
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Because polypropylene is a stable and
hard wearing thermoplastic that can
flex over one million
times without failing.
This gives Armcon’s
moulds longevity and
our customers value
for money, as well as a
long working life without having to replace

For decades, precasters have encountered the problem of
ensuring that each
mould is correctly
filled with the exact amount of mix
required to enable
a dimensionally accurate piece to be
produced, time after
time.

The Solution …
The Armcon Concrete
Doser is uniquely designed to rapidly dispense concrete directly
into moulds, accurately
without waste and ensure exactly the same
amount of concrete is
distributed each time.
This means, concrete
slabs and other products are all made to the
same thickness. And
are dimensionally accurate.

Armcon had advised
Mr Dawes that their
polypropylene moulds
would outlast all other
known thermoplastics.
10 years on Armcon
moulds are still in daily
use and are still going
strong! Mr Dawes says
“I would be happy to
recommend Armcon’s
polypropylene moulds
as excellent value for
money to other precast
companies”.
So, with so many varieties of mould making
material why did Martin
and Armcon choose
polypropylene?

Perfect
results every time!

Of course, the resulting
inconsistencies and rejects were an inevitable
part of the precast operation, but NOT ANY
MORE…

Martin Dawes from
Stan Dawes Fencing
Ltd purchased liners
from Armcon over 10
year ago.

mix designs depending
on the weather.

Concrete Doser!

moulds 3 or 4 times
when manufactured
with other plastics.

to its flexible nature
and will hold its shape
longer.

Armcon polypropylene moulds are widely
used within all modern
precasting environments and offer higher
definition patterns and
more realistic stone reproduction. Additionally polypropylene is
easier to de-mould due

Armcon have a massive range of patterns
and designs to choose
from, and hold over
half a million pounds of
stock at any one time
ensuring immediate
delivery and consistent
supply.

www.armconprecast.com

There is no concrete
waste through overfilling moulds, less mess
from clearing up spillages, and costly rejects
and breakages from
products cast from under filled are minimised.
In addition to improved
productivity and manual handling, the number of moulds you need
can be reduced.
The Armcon Concrete
Doser is easy to install
and is simple to clean
and maintain. It’s also
small enough to be delivered on a single pal-

CERTAINTY: IN CONCRETE

let so it doesn’t require
a large footprint, perfect for even the smallest precast operation.
Imagine … no more inaccurate product, less
breakages and rejects,

quicker mould filling
and a quality product
for your customers with
the peace of mind that
every casting will be
exactly the same as the
last.

sales@armcon.com
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Good Vibrations

Seal the Deal with
Armseal

Effective vibration does not need
to shake your foundations
The importance and
benefits of effective
vibration
compaction in precast concrete production are
nothing new. However, vibration compaction is one of the
simplest things to
get wrong.
The vibrating table is
an essential tool for
the precaster, aiding
the production of high
quality concrete products.
The force of vibration
needed varies depend-

ing on the weight of
the product being compacted. The variable
speed vibrating table
(Armcon’s
pictured
below) allows the operator to set the correct
speed to give the optimum vibration for each
product, whilst production times are reduced.
As an example, a fence
post weighs about
50kgs and will need
more force than a slab
weighing 15kgs. So,
if the table is set right
for a post mould and

you put a slab mould
on it, the slab mould
will bounce all over the
place. By reducing the
speed of the vibrator,
the operator can get
perfect vibration on the
slab and ensure all the
air is removed quickly
and effectively.
The
mould should sit on the
table without bouncing
as this will give the best
results.

Expose yourself...

Armcon pride themselves on their vibration
tables and offer a range
of sizes and options to
suit every application.
With 30 years in the industry their knowledge
will ensure you can
achieve the best results
and increase productivity.
Call us now on 01625
856 685.

When Duncan Smith
from
Chilstone
needed
something
to seal the concrete
in a garden pond he
turned to Armcon
for their advice.

friendly formulation for
cement based products. It provides an efficient curing facility to
newly laid, de-moulded
concrete or cast-stone
products.

Armcon recommended
their Armseal product,
and it worked a perfectly. Mr Smith said
“even after two months
the water in the pond
stayed at a constant
level.”

Armseal works by preventing water from penetrating the concrete
which reduces the risk
of cracks and water
damage.
Stains are
also reduced meaning
sealed concrete stays
cleaner.

Armseal is a water baser polymer, non-harmful and environmentally

Call 01625 856685.

Pigs and Lego

Armitol is a concrete
surface retarder commonly used by architectural precasters to
produce stunning concrete products with a
special exposed aggregate finish.

Armitol can also be
placed directly onto

finished
hardened
concrete to remove
the top surface where
an abrasive blasting
technique (with a high
pressure water jet or
stream of compressed
air that carries grit) can
then be applied to the

Call 01625 856685.

For further details on any of the products
or applications covered in this Newsletter,
please call our Sales Team on:

01625 856 685
www.armconprecast.com

Since the introduction of ArmBlock, the
concrete industry has
grasped this simple
but effective opportunity to make blocks
and money en masse.
No more so than

an Armcon volumetric mixer from
a local company to
fill his moulds and
created
enough
blocks to build a
brand new home
for his pigs.

Mr Tim House from
Colliers Elm Farm, who
stumbled across Armblock whilst scrolling
through YouTube on
the internet.

The pigs are as
happy with their
new home as Tim
is, who is now selling and profiting from
supplying his ArmBlock to local farmers
and other users.

Mr House thought it was
a fantastic and simple
idea and purchased the
mould from the Armcon
Precast Team. He used
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The two part simple
steel mould system
from Armcon is easy

•

Instant fresh
concrete

•

No waste

•

Consistent mix
batch after batch

•

No mess

•

Reduced costs

•

Minimised manual handling and
safety concerns

Sounds like a tall order,
doesn’t it?
Not with an Armcon
Volumetric Mixer.
Stone, sand, cement
and water are held separately. With the pull of
a lever, fresh concrete

is produced in exactly
the right quantity as
and when required,
with no mess and no
waste. Cleaning at the
end of the day is a simple hose pipe operation.

A free site survey and
cost saving analysis is
available to show you
how easy integrating
an Armcon mixer into
your operation can be
and, more importantly,
how much you can in-

CRA 3

to fill and quick to strip
and produces perfect
blocks every time with
our sure fit interlock
system, trouble free installation and ease of
use.

Tel: +44 (0) 1625 856 685

CRA3 has the highest
coverage rate of anything available on the
market and produces
perfect
non-stained
and easily released
concrete products time
after time, whilst ensuring the life of your
moulds are extended.
After substantial trials with Armcon, Brett
Landscaping
chose

crease your productivity and profits.
A site visit can be arranged to view an Armcon mixer in operation.
Call us now on 01625
856 685.

Armcon have over 80
units in the field within
the precast industry
producing everything
from paving, fence post
and panels right up to
bridge spans and high
strength pre-stressed
concrete products and,
with eight models in the
range, there will be a
mixer to suit any application.

Chemical
Release
Agent (CRA3) creates
a chemical barrier between the mould and
the concrete – to be
precise, the fat of the
concrete. It ensures
that the cement cannot set on the mould.
When you de-mould a
concrete product using CRA3 you will see
a light residual powder
remaining in the mould
which is easily dusted
off. This is where the
release agent has, effectively, stopped the
concrete from setting at the sides of the
mould.

surface requiring treatment.
Armitol is available in
a range of depths and
finishes. Contact our
team to discuss your
project further.

Armcon’s static mixers designed
for precast

For over 30 years,
CRA3 from Armcon
has been the release
agent of choice for
hundreds of precast
concrete producers
all over the world,
as far away as New
Zealand!
CRA3 is
the ultimate in release agents.

Ever wondered how
to achieve a high
quality exposed aggregate finish?
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Mixing it up!

The Ultimate Release Agent

ARMITOL Concrete surface retarder

So, how does it work?
Well, Armitol can be applied to the appropriate
surface of the mould
where it will prevent the
top layer of concrete in
contact with it from curing. This means when
the product is removed
from the mould it can
be washed or brushed
off to produce the desired finish.
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Pigments
Add vibrant
colour to your
products
and profit!

Iron oxide pigments
are
widely
used
within the precast
industry, but did
you know that not
all pigments are created equal??
Armcon pigments are
in their purest form,

meaning that colour
depth and consistency
are easily and evenly
achieved batch after
batch.
When Montrose Precast sampled the black
pigment recommended
by Armcon, only half

the amount of pigment
was required to reach
their usual colour, resulting in massive savings across the production run.
Armcon pigments are
available in a range of
colours. Please call
01625 856685.

Top Cast!
CRA3 as their release
agent.
Brett
Landscaping
pride themselves on
manufacturing
high
quality finish decorative
precast products and
CRA3 has now been
their preferred release

www.armconprecast.com

agent for many years.
They truly understand
its benefits and cost
savings.
Download our free Release Agent booklet at
www.armconprecast.
com

At Armcon we receive numerous reports of unusual jobs
undertaken
using
our products.
In this issue alone we
have housed pigs,
sealed
ponds
and
created 3D walls.
So why not get in touch
with us and let us know
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your stories of anything
“just a little bit out of
the ordinary”.
Any article published in
future editions will earn
the sender a bottle of
champagne.
Don’t forget to include
your photographs and
video footage. Send to
news@armcon.com

sales@armcon.com

